
MT PROFESSIONAL 50

Totally
 removable 

machine

Stainless steel

Adjustable blades
Quick access 

window

Anti-vibration feet

Door with self-closing 
for greater security

Safe, clean  and fast to clean your plants.

Made of stainless steel without  any kind of  paint to avoid contaminating the flowers.

Stainless steel is characterized as a hygienic, clean and durable material. In addition, it prevents oxidation.

The most automatic trimming machine in the market. With their doors of entrance and exit with self-closing , that give an unbeatable speed.

.Equipped with a powerful motor and 4 sharp and calibrated blades of hardened Steel for a durable and precision cut.

The block is held by 4 legs that give a stability that no other trimmer offers.

Transparent flower exit tube.

Electricity details 

Machine weight 

Dimensions of the machine 

Dimensions of the box 

Production in wet 

Number of blades 

Working zone

Noise                            

Material of the machine 

Blade speed regulator 

Adjustable blade height 

Air-cooled engine

Window with quick access 
to the upper container

Security system

Air suction

Warranty

180 W / 230 V

30 kg

50 x 50 x 130 cm

54 x 64 x 62 cm

12 kg/h

4 units

45 cm

Stainless steel

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

5 years

77 dB



MT PROFESSIONAL 50

www.masterproducts.es
Contact: info@masterproducts.es
+34 650 95 47 56 | +34 972 29 93 55

Technical service: tecnic@masterproducts.es

Technical support at your service for any questions related to the 
installation, operation or spare parts of your Mastertrimmer 
machine

The MT PROFESSIONAL is used in GMP certified 
facilities across Europe

Speed variator Blade Stainless steel grid
 (without paints)

Motor

Standard Grid

2 machines in 1

MT PROFESSIONAL MT STANDARD

Technical service and spare parts

Turn your MT Professional into a MT Standard simply by changing the grid. No need for 
tools. Depending on the variety and mode of cultivation, you can choose whether to work 

with the MT Professional or the MT Standard. 




